
“HOW I SEE THE WORLD”
Acts 22:30-23:35 - October 25, 2015
Message 4 of 5 in the Sermon Series

“Shipwrecked: How to Pick Up the Pieces of a Broken Life”

MY QUESTION: What was Paul thinking during all of this?

THE ANSWER: A staggering lesson in having _______________1 perspective in the midst 
of struggles.

We can know more about what Paul was thinking most of the time than what _______________2 

was thinking because of all the writings of Paul.

The Apostle Paul wrote...

• _______________3 Letters/Books of the New Testament.

• _______________4 chapters.

• _______________5 verses.

• _______________6 Years of spiritual perspective and teaching.

How I See the World:

“theology” – The study [logos] of God [theos].

Proper theology doesn’t just inform and shape your view of God, it shapes your 
_______________7 and how you see and respond to everything in it.

1.     Paul knew his struggles were _______________8, not personal.

Paul was experiencing his “day of _______________9”...and he knew the enemy who was 
behind it.

If the problems are spiritual, then the _______________10 is spiritual...and this shapes our 
worldview and our actions!

When our worldview tells us that our problems are spiritual and the solution is Jesus...it 
changes how we feel and how we _______________11!

2.     Paul saw people as _______________12, not enemies.

Paul stood before no less than 110 ‘specific’ men in Acts 23 that wanted him dead...his words 
about them are _______________13!
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Paul knew that the people causing his trouble were being blinded by sin, and that their only 
answer was _______________14.

Paul knew this...because he used to be _______________15 this!

Only when we realize that God viewed us as a ministry rather than an enemy, and showed us 
_______________16, will we ever be able to do the same for anybody else.

The problem is sin, the answer is Jesus, and the avenue is _______________17.

When your head understands the problem of sin in our world your heart becomes more 
sensitive towards people and it longs for _______________18.

3.    Paul saw _______________19 in the midst of heartache.

Paul wrote the words of Romans 8:28 to the Christians in Rome _______________20 his 
world imploded in Jerusalem.

Paul saw his spiritual hope still intact, in the midst of a chaotic and sinful world, because the 
opportunity to know Jesus and make him _______________21 still existed.

AND...This was the only hope anybody had of getting through any _______________22 in 
life.

Summary

1. The problems of our life and of our world are spiritual.

2. The solution to the problems is Jesus.

3. he proper response of our life toward sin is mercy that points people toward our Jesus.

4. Even in the midst of heartache, there is HOPE if Jesus is the answer, the anchor, and the 

pursuit of our lives.
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